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Across

4. god of fire, metalworking and sculpture

6. lycanthrope

10. slayer of medusa

11. god of the sea

13. goddess of beauty and love

14. goddess of wisdom and defense

17. champion of the Greeks,shot and killed by an 

arrow in the heel

19. the three-headed giant hound that guarded 

the gates of the Underworld.

20. king of sparta,protected thermopylae or also 

known as the "hot gates"with his 300 Spartans

22. titan who stole and gave fire to the motals

24. titan an ancestral mother of all life.

26. goddess of hunting, animals and childbirth

29. father of the titans

30. head and arms of a woman, and talons, tail 

and wings (mixed with the arms) of a bird.

31. a divine winged stallion that is pure white, 

father of winged horses

32. god of war

Down

1. goddess of agriculture and grain

2. queen of the underworld, wife of Hades and 

goddess of spring growth

3. the king of all the gods (and father to many) 

and god of weather, law and fate

5. god of travel, hospitality and trade and 

Zeus’s personal messenger

7. three one-eyed giants

8. Prince and champion of Troy

9. known for The Twelve Labours

12. god of prophesy, music and poetry and 

knowledge

15. slayer of the minotaur

16. queen of sparta and the cause of the trojan 

war

18. bird-like women whose irresistible song lured 

sailors to their deaths

21. god of wine, pleasure and festivity

23. the queen of the gods and goddess of women 

and marriage

25. flew to close to the sun

27. creature with a head and torso of a human 

and the body of a horse. • Prometheus titan who 

stole and gave fire to the motals

28. a creature that combines the body of a lion 

and the head and wings of an eagle.

Word Bank

achilles apollo Aphrodite poseidon leonidas dionysus hermes prometheus

sirens harpies helen Zues hephaestus Hector artemis uranus

pegasus cerberus demeter athena icarus Hera gaia centaur

Ares griffin persephone werewolf perseus Heracles cyclopes theseus


